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A dystopic reflection: What
would social workers do on
the Aniara?
Harry Martinson 1956: Aniara. En revy om
människan i tid och rum. Ett episkt berättelse.
Vers 102.
”Jag hade tänkt ett paradis för dem
men sen vi lämnat ett som vi förstörde
blev tomma rymdens natt vårt enda hem
ett ändlöst svalg där ingen gud oss hörde.
Stjärnhimlens eviga mysterium
och den celesta mekanikens under
är lag men inte evangelium.
Barmhärtigheten gror på livets grunder.
Så föll vi ned på Lagens sanna bud
och fann vår tomma död i Mimas salar.
Den gud vi alla hoppats på till slut
satt kränkt och sårad kvar i Doris dalar.”
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My agenda today: reflecting on social work on its way to future that
may have crept into the every day of our practices. What will we
make of it? how to get there and what to take with?
Best way to learn about future is to create it!

Professional
agency?
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Social work balancing with its values and
positionings? What kind of future to contribute?
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Social work endeavoring change and
transformation
1) The New: unknown, different and emerging new
2) Challenges of social work/
the basic task of social work
3) Change, develop transform ?
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Trends causing unexpectedness,
uncertainty and unintented effects
Technological developments, economic interests
Globalisation & Ecological/Environental catastrophes
(Mega)trends in migration and population growth
Polarisation trends in economical resources and
political structures
• Treaths for human dignity and diversity
• Wars and conflicts
•
•
•
•

SK-N Photo, Neaples,
Xmas street 9.11.2016
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Radical Trends/Dramatic change:
Unknown tracks for societies in change

r

* ongoing

dramatic and groundbreaking change: the digital new
* structural changes in (re)production and governence: the virtual new
* organisational restructuration or destructuration in working life
* new ideas for productivity: robotisation and sustainable existence
* new practices : exclusive cleaveges vs inclusive diversity?rsity

 rapid transformation and unknown future
 utopi vs dystopi vs practice
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How to relate in social work to the new?..e.g.
digitalisation, robotisation, globalisation and
localisation... to X ?

Silicon Walley/ Matthew McMullen/ Abyss Creations/Real
Doll: Robofilia fighting solitude?! Solitude, Lonelyness as
one of the main social problems of today! Robots made
more and more humane and interactive!
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For gender equality, a cartoon on ec –
presidents/prime ministers in HS
20.11.2016 They sound like robots...
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PROFESSIONAL AGENCY AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF
FUTURE/MANAGING CHANGE IN SOCIAL WORK

Professional
agency

PROFESSIONAL AGENCY AND IDENTITY & MAKINGS OF SOCIAL SUBJECTIVITIES
PROFESSIONAL AGENCY AND PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
PROFESSIONAL AUTONOMY AND CONTEXTUAL INBAKEDNESS
Eteläpelto, A., Vähäsantanen, K., Hökkä, P. and Paloniemi, S. (2013) ‘What is
professional agency? Conceptualising professional agency at work’, Educational
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Research Review, 10: 45–65.
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Recent research on digital social work,change and
transformation at Helsinki University/ socialwork

PDF at
www.fskc.fi

Academic dissertation ,
social work 2016, University of Helsinki,
e-thesis http://urn.fi/URN:ISBN:978951-51-1090-9

article : Julkunen, I & KarvinenNiinikoski, S (2014) : Socially
Robust Knowledge Processe of
Local and Global Interest in
Social work..
Academic Dissertation Social
work University of Helsinki 2016
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What is social work?
What makes it what it is?

Jorma Sipilä’s (1989)description of the basic task for social
work (ideas of basic task)
Walter Lorenz’ (1984) historical analyses of ” Social work in
a Changing Europe”. (Lessons of history!)

black box of social
work: the practice

true in
bottom up!

Social work is about promoting and supporting the continuity
and normality (= human dignity sk-n) of every day life, the
sustainable and good life. (Sipilä)
Three main factors constituting social work in essence-=>
defined by the profession’s relationship to these factors(Lorenz):
1) Social & political movements,
2) Nation state, global/national agendas
3) Professional(isation) agendas

What kind of a role social work will have/has had in
deciding/producing inclusion/exclusio? (Lorent analyses
on nazist regime in Germany)
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Paradigmatic tensions
in practice ?!
Sipilä, J (1989) Sosiaalityön jäljillä. (Tracing social work.)
Helsinki: Tammi.
Lorenz, W (1984) Social work in a changing Europe.
Lorenz, W (2004) Towards a European paradigm of social
work. Academic dissertation.University of Dresden.
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Social work researchers’ ponderings on the
ongoing change (central themes in late pubilcations 2015 -2016 eg. BrJSW, EjSW, NJSWR )
• Threathened professional autonomy vs professional agency
• Proceduralisation vs holistic complexity
• Loss of the social vs emergence of a new social
• ”The digital just crept in”and ”Train left already”
• Debates about knowledge and knowing
• Inter-professionality
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Contemporary & future oriented articles on social
work in transfer

• Karvinen-Niinikoski, S & al. (2016) Professional supervision and professional autonomy. In The Social Care
Professions in Europe –changing practices and identities by Blom,B & al. (eds.). Polity Press, in press.
• Fish, S & Hardy, M (2015) Complex issues, complex solutions: applying complexity theory in social work
practice. NSWR 2015(5) Suppl.1.
• Krane-Hanssen, J & al (2015) What happens to the social in social work? NSWR 2015(5) Suppl.1.
• Groshong, L & Mishna, F. (2015)The Train has Left the Station: Cybertechnology and Clinical Social Work
Practice. Introduction to Special Issue: Entering the Digital World: Cybertechnology and Clinical Social Work
Practice. Clin Soc Work J Vol. 43, No. 2, June 2015
• Mishna F. & al (2012) “It just crept in”: The Digital Age and Implications for Social Work Practice. Clin
Soc Work J (2012) 40:277–286
• Gray, M & a. (2015) Connecting research to action: Perspectives on research utilization. (EBP vs KPU –skn)
BJSW (2015)45, 1952 – 1967.
• Bergman-Pyykkönen, M. (2016)The first move towards inter-professionality in developing family
mediation activity. IJSWE, approved in September 2016, forthcoming.
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How to structure social work studies for
teachning innovativeness
• LEARNING AND INNOVATIONS (KUVIO)
• STRUCTURES FOR REFLECTIVE PRACTICES AND MANAGING REFLEXIVE
PRACTICE
• STRUCTURES FOR INTER-PROFESSIONAL AGENCY
• STRUCTURES FOR LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
• STRUCTURES FOR DESIGNING CHANGE AND INNOVATIONS
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Developmental and learning processes in
knowledge formation and dynamic
expertise (Hakkarainen ym. 2004)
INDIVIDUAL
LEARNING

PARTICIPATORY
LEARNING

& STUDIES

LEARNING
COMMUNITIES
INNOVATIVE &
EXPANSIVE LEARNING
Collaborative partnerships
in social work innovations
and development – sk-n
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SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION FOR FUTURE
• INTEGRATION (professional interagency, in proferssional education
and for societal integrtion)
• KNOWLEWDGE CREATION AND PRODUCTION; practice research
• FLEXIBLE AND BASIC SKILLS
• BLENDED AND MULTITASK PRACTICES
• NETWORKED INTERAGENCY
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References for
STRUCTURES FOR DESIGNING CHANGE AND INNOVATIONS
• Integration for social work discipline: practice, teaching and research (e.g.
Karvinen-Niinikoski, S. 2005 Research orientation and expertise in social work challenges for social work education. European Journal of Social Work. 8 (3), pp
259-271.
• Practice research ( e.g. NSWR Supplement, Special issue on practice research
2014, Vol 4, Supplem 1, Eds: Julkunen,I & Karvinen-Niinikoski,S ).
• Practice research partnerships in social work (Fouché,C : Practice research
partenerships in social work, Policy Press, 2015).
• Ylíruka, l & Karvinen-Niinikoski, S. (2013) How can we enchance productivity in
social work. Reflective structures, dialogic leadership and the develpoment of
transformative expertise.
• Transformation design / Design Council UK. RED paper 2: Colin Burns, Hilary
Cottam, Chris Vanstone & Jennie Winhall www.designcouncilorg.uk/RED/transformationdesign ”Design your own revolution”
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How would we know what to know and do?
• Knowledge production for new practices
• Critical practices and critical reflexion for emerging practices:
reflective & reflexive structures for the pavement toward future
• New professionalism: blended social work in digital era and
interprofessional agency
• Design for transformation
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Good luck for the journey into future!

Thank you for your attention!
Congratulations for
UIA Social Work 25 years!
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